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INTRODUCTION
• Worth over 200 billion dollars, the wedding industry is a vibrant and eclectic space encompassing everyone
from wedding planners and decorators through to tailors, hotels, photographers and everything in between.
• With couples constantly looking for new and creative ways to share their special day, the market has become
incredibly diverse.
• IADWP Awards to be established by 2021 to recognize and reward the very highest standards in the wedding
industry and to help couples make a better educated decisions when looking for suppliers for their most
special occasion
• Our goal is to recognize and reward excellence amongst wedding professionals in the wedding industry and we
are here to celebrate the success of wedding professionals with the rest of the world.
• Winners & finalists across 16 categories are determined solely based on the ratings provided by public vote
www.worlddestinationweddingsawards.com

HERE ARE THE CATEGORIES
TO BE NOMINATED FOR
Best Wedding Venue
Best Wedding Hotel
Best Wedding Decoration
Best Wedding Photography
Best Wedding Video
Best Wedding Destination
Best Wedding Land Service
Best Wedding Entertainment/DJ-Show
Most Romantic Honeymoon Room Design
Best Wedding Dress

Best Wedding Hair Dresser
Best Wedding Cuisine
Most Weddings Planned Per Year
Most Weddings Performed in Different
Destinations per Year
Most Number of Attendees on a
Destination Wedding
Most Romantic Wedding Cruise
Best Proposal Venue

BEST WEDDING VENUE
Venues and event grounds at a unique location,
hosting remarkable and outstanding
wedding events and receptions on
different themes, supported with the
decorations and providing a satisfactory
and of course memorable organization
for all the attending parties.

www.worlddestinationweddingsawards.com

BEST WEDDING HOTEL
A full service accommodation where all
components of a wedding ceremony is in place and
coordinated for all the needs of such event
organization from ambiance to amenities, catering
for the invited parties to stay on further along
with the newlyweds with a personal touch for the
occasion and for an unforgettable experience.

www.worlddestinationweddingsawards.com

BEST WEDDING DECORATION
Wedding decoration ideas for every imaginable wedding venue, style & theme from wedding
ceremony to wedding reception or from rustic to elegant, wedding decor inspiration for any
budget and in line with expectations by the groom and bride.

BEST WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Wedding photos are something couples will keep forever so whether on
proposal or engagement, wedding ceremony to
vows and further onto the honeymoon
moments best photography should be able
the reflect the precious and priceless moments
of the event and must have the story of the
matrimony at a unique location with amazing
shots whether in or outdoors.

BEST WEDDING VIDEO
Atmospheric audio and cinematic edits with a great scenic background make the exclusive
organization of a wedding event even more memorable and spoken about for years to come. a
summarized documentary of a couple tying the knot can be achieved through a professional
video making and editing with after effects.

BEST WEDDING DESTINATION
Every romantic event and getaway planned should be tailored to each of couples' visions.
So a destination chosen for the wedding should make a dream turned intoa reality. Premier
wedding locations with suitable properties should present this intimate days at its best to
take it from step one in process to taking the first steps down to the perfect aisle, abroad.

BEST WEDDING LAND SERVICE
suppliers and providers working around the clock with a meticulous care and in
punctuality to make the whole event a
perfect organization, focusing on the
comfort and the satisfaction of all
attending parties while transporting
the individuals at ease through
a well thought agenda and itinerary.

BEST WEDDING ENTERTAINMENT/DJ-SHOW
Incorporating a live band music
into a wedding reception or hiring
a dj to make the guest feel like they
are in a concert is a great way to
celebrate this special day so the
entertainment provider should
be able take full advantage of all
audio and video equipment and
technological tools to help the partiers to cherish the
moment and have great time during the festivities topped
with happy tunes and visual effects of a great party.

MOST ROMANTIC HONEYMOON ROOM DESIGN
Honeymoon room decoration ideas to make
honeymoon moments truly unforgettable
for the special guests, including room
amenity presentation objects, lighting
elements, ornaments and treats to
address all 5 senses.

BEST WEDDING HAIR DRESSER
It is imperative to shine and excel throughout
the night for all the parties invited, especially
for the bride, on that special day. a hairstylist
with artistic skills and fashion sense to create
the perfect outlook while capturing the
moment and making sure that the beauty
within brought outside.

BEST WEDDING CUISINE
Caterers that give the invitees a wedding menu they
won't soon forget and perhaps even the specialty
cocktails everyone will be talking about, amaze the
guests with unusual wedding food ideas to satisfy
their taste buds along with a feast for their eyes
through a great presentation of colors on the table,
while celebrating.

MOST WEDDINGS PERFORMED IN DIFFERENT
DESTINATIONS PER YEAR
Popular professional
wedding organizers with
many options to choose
from, for every budget
therefore preferred by
many satisfied couples
annually excelling in the
industry, being the first
choice of the public needing
all inclusive services for a
wedding organization.

MOST NUMBER OF ATTENDEES ON A
DESTINATION WEDDING
Today’s special moments are tomorrow’s memories and
these moments are even meaningful when they are shared
through the mass. We would welcome the most number of
attendees on a single wedding organization
abroad to be a nominee in this category.

MOST ROMANTIC WEDDING CRUISE
Couples nowadays celebrate their relationship with a seaside romance at different
destinations or on board a dreamy boat. providers with a selection of venues,
transportation to and from the port venue, letting the couples celebrate their love for one
another at sea which is the most romantic way to do so, can be considered for this
category

BEST PROPOSAL VENUE
It is very popular and in demand by couples
lately (especially by the groom) to use the
element of surprise while proposing and they
want to do it in a style at a location to
increase the impact of it all. Organizers with
a selection of unopposed venues to make it a
“yes! i do” guarantee for the proposal, are
encouraged to apply for the nomination of this
category.

GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR NOMINATION
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